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R&T Code Section 53.5: With respect to property that is subject to valuation as mining or
mineral property, the initial base year value of a leach pad, tailing facility, or settling pond
on that property shall be the full cash value of that leach pad, tailing facility, or settling
pond as of the first lien date upon which that pad, facility, or pond is subject to assessment.
Each leach pad, tailing facility, or settling pond shall be considered a separate appraisal
unit for purposes of determining its taxable value on each lien date subsequent to the lien
date upon which the initial base year value was determined for that pad, facility or, pond.

NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS
(Make necessary corrections to the printed name and mailing address)

In order to conform to Revenue and Taxation Code section 53.5, the County Assessor’s Office is requesting that all mine
operators complete the following questionnaire.
1. Does your location have any leach pads, tailing facilities, or settling ponds?
Leach Pads:

Yes

Tailing Facilities:

No

Yes

Settling Ponds:

No

Yes

No

2. When were they constructed?
Leach Pads

Tailing Facilities

Settling Ponds

Tailing Facilities $

Settling Ponds $

3. What was the cost at time of construction?
Leach Pads $

4. If possible, provide the assessor’s parcel number or site map with location.
Leach Pads APN

Tailing Facilities APN

Settling Ponds APN

Tailing Facilities

Settling Ponds

Check if site mapped attached.
5. What is the capacity?
Leach Pads

Does the capacity deplete over time or are the contents repurposed in the mining process?
Leach Pads:

Depletes

Repurposed

Tailing Facilities:

Depletes

Repurposed

Settling Ponds:

Depletes

Repurposed

6. If the capacty depletes, please provide the percentage of depletion for each year as of January 1.
Leach Pads

%

Tailing Facilities

%

Settling Ponds

%

CERTIFICATION
I certify (or declare) that the foregoing and all information hereon, including any accompanying statements or documents, is true, correct and
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.
DATE

SIGNATURE

t
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